New Tenure-Track Hires

2006-2007

Vittorio Addona
Asst Professor of Math/Computer Science
BS McGill University
MS & PhD McGill University
Biostatistics and Survival Analysis, Bayesian methodology

Sarah Boyer
Asst Professor of Biology
BA Swarthmore College
MA U-California, Berkeley
PhD Harvard University (expected 2006)
Evolution, historical biogeography, and systematics of invertebrates

Devavani Chatterjee
Asst Professor of Biology
BA Mount Holyoke College
PhD Stanford University
Senior Research Associate at Genentech, Inc.
Cellular and molecular immunology, development of immune cells

Liang Ding
Asst Professor of Economics
BA Nanjing University
PhD U-North Carolina at Chapel Hill (expected 2006)
Financial economics and international finance, market microstructure and foreign exchange markets

Joanna Inglot
Assoc Prof and Edith M. Kelso Chair of Art
BA U-Illinois, Chicago
MA & PhD U-Wisconsin, Madison
Assoc Professor and Chair of Art/
Art History at College of St. Catherine
Modern and Contemporary European and American Art, women's studies and history

Patrick Schmidt
Asst Professor of Political Science
BA U-Minnesota
PhD Johns Hopkins University
Asst Professor at Southern Methodist U
Postdoc at the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, Oxford
US Constitutional Law and thought, disclosure systems and regulatory devices

Christopher Scott
Asst Prof of Asian Languages and Cultures
BA Princeton University
MA & PhD Stanford University
Japanese literature and film, Koreans in Japan, intersections of race, gender, class, and nationality in Japanese culture

Paru Shah
Asst Professor of Political Science
BA U-Michigan
MA U-Illinois
PhD Rice University
Impact of minority representation on public policy outcomes, education policy

Daniel Trudeau
Asst Professor of Geography
BA U-Minnesota
MA SUNY, Buffalo
PhD U-Colorado, Boulder
Immigrant incorporation and the roles of state and non-profit agencies in facilitating incorporation

Jennifer Wenner
Asst Professor of Psychology
BA University of St Thomas
PhD U-Minnesota
Developmental psychology, cognitive development in early and middle childhood

Chuen-Fung Wong
Asst Professor of Music
BA & MPhil Chinese University of Hong Kong
PhD UCLA
Music and culture of Asia and the Middle East, cultural identity of the Uyghur people of northwest China